SAS
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS SYSTEM

360° PANORAMIC SIGHTING SYSTEM FOR LOCAL SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

MAIN FEATURES
- Full 24/7 near area surveillance under armour protection covering 360°
- Immediate detection of any moving object while in position or on the move
- Modular system with open architecture for easy integration to combat and vehicle systems
- High definition camera modules using day sight and/or uncooled night sight
- Automatic visual or audio alarming
- Video network for display stations anywhere in the vehicle
- Ergonomic operator console, including picture in picture and touch screen functionalities

OPTIONS
- Mission recording possible
- Tracking & Tracing via Rheinmetall Multi Mode Tracker (MMT)
- Rheinmetall Acoustic Sniper Locating System (ASLS) adaptable
- Rheinmetall Laser Warning Receiver (LWR) adaptable
- Interface to any Fire Control or Battle Management System
- Augmented Reality (AR) available
- Integration of any other EO-sensor system for extended ranges possible
- Automatic slewing of attached effectors if desired
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